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Development of experimental tehniques to study super�uid dynamis, in partiular, appliation of

nanomehanial osillators to drive vortex lines, enables potential observation of the Kelvin-wave asade

on quantized vorties. One of the �rst questions whih then arises in analysis of the experimental results is

the relation between the energy �ux in the asade and the amplitude of the Kelvin waves. We provide suh

relation based on the L'vov-Nazarenko piture of the asade. Remarkably, the amplitude of the waves depends

on the energy �ux extermely weakly, as power one tenth.

In quantum turbulene, veloity �utuations

and vortex reonnetions drive osillating motion

of quantized vorties � Kelvin waves [1℄. Kelvin

waves interat non-linearly and support a asade of

energy towards smaller length sales and larger wave

numbers. In the urrently aepted piture of quantum

turbulene [2℄, a quasi-lassial hydrodynamis energy

asade at length sales larger than the intervortex

distane ℓ is followed, after some ross-over region,

by the Kelvin-wave asade at sales smaller than

ℓ [3℄. The mutual frition damps Kelvin waves very

e�iently, and the asade is expeted to start to

develop when the mutual frition α is well below

10−3
[4℄. As temperature and α dereases, the asade

extends to progressively smaller length sales and

eventually, at the lowest temperatures, it is damped by

emission of bosoni [5℄ or fermioni [6, 7℄ quasipartiles

by the osillating vortex ores.

The theory of the Kelvin-wave asade was the

subjet of ontroversy [8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄, until �nally

the L'vov-Nazarenko model got supported by numerial

simulations [13, 14℄. The theory is built for a straight

vortex with uniform oupation of Kelvin wave modes

along the length. Suh situation never ours in a

typial experiment on quantum turbulene. Reently,

progress in experimental tehniques [15, 16, 17℄ enables

ontrollable exitation of waves on straight or nearly

straight vorties, see Fig. 1 for possible setups. Suh

experiments have potential to observe Kelvin-wave

asade diretly and thus allow omparison to the

theory. One of the �rst questions whih analysis of suh

experiments poses is the relation of the energy �ux

arried by the asade (observed, e.g., as an inrease

of the damping of a nanomehanial agitator) to the
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amplitude of the exited Kelvin waves. We provide suh

relation in this work.

We assume that the Kelvin-wave asade on a vortex

of length L [m℄ arries the energy �ux ǫ̃ [erg/s℄ and

starts from the wave number kmin [m

−1
℄. Our goal is

to �nd the amplitude Ak [m℄ of the Kelvin wave with

the wave number k [m

−1
℄. We start by noting that in

the loal indution approximation the energy of a vortex

line Ev is given by the produt of its length L and the

vortex tension νs

Ev = νsL , νs = ρs
κ2Λ

4π
, Λ = ln

( ℓ

a0

)

. (1)

Here ρs is the super�uid density, κ is the irulation

quantum, a0 is the vortex ore radius and ℓ is the mean

intervortex spaing or the size of the enlosing volume,

in the ase of a single vortex. For a spiral Kelvin wave of

the radius Ak and wavelength λk = 2π/k, the inrease

of the length ompared to that of the straight vortex is

Lk =

(

√

λ2
k + (2πAk)2 − λk

)

L

λk
≈ L

2π2A2
k

λ2
k

, (2)

where we assumed that Ak ≪ λk. Thus the total energy

due to Kelvin waves is

Ekw =

±∞
∑

k=±kmin

νsLk = L

∞
∑

k=kmin

νsA
2
kk

2

= L
νs

kmin

∫ ∞

kmin

A2
kk

2 dk .

(3)

Comparing this result to the expression of the energy

via the Kelvin-wave frequeny ωk and the ombined

oupation number Nk for modes with ±k [18℄

Ekw = ρsL

∞
∫

kmin

Ek dk , Ek = ωkNk , ωk =
κΛ

4π
k2 , (4)
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Fig. 1. Example on�gurations of vortex lines, agitated

to generate Kelvin waves. (a) A single vortex, attahed

to an osillating devie. (b) An array of vorties,

strethed between parallel plates and agitated by shear

or torsional osillations of the plates.

we �nd

A2
k =

kmin

κ
Nk . (5)

The L'vov-Nazarenko spetrum is [18℄

Ek = C
LN

κΛǫ1/3

Ψ2/3k5/3
, C

LN
≈ 0.304 , (6a)

Ψ =
8π

Λκ2

∫ ∞

kmin

Ekdk . (6b)

Here ǫ is the energy �ux per unit length and per unit

mass. It is related to the �ux ǫ̃ as

ǫ =
ǫ̃

Lρs
, [ǫ] =

cm4

s3
. (7)

Solving Eq. (6) for Ψ we get

Ψ =
(12πC

LN
)3/5ǫ1/5

κ3/5k
2/5
min

(8)

and from Eq. (5) �nally

A2
k = 2

(

2π3C3
LN

9

)1/5
k
19/15
min ǫ1/5

κ3/5k11/3

≈ 1.4
k
19/15
min

κ3/5k11/3

(

ǫ̃

Lρs

)1/5

.

(9)

Cheking dimensions we �nd orretly [A2
k] = m

2
. Note

that Ak ∝ ǫ̃1/10. Thus determination of the amplitude

from the energy �ux should be relatively reliable, while

the reverse proedure is bound to be very unertain.

The total inrease of the vortex line length due to

Kelvin waves an be found from the energy as Lkw =

Ekw/νs, where Ekw is given by Eqs. (4), (6a) and (8):

Lkw =
Ekw

νs
= L

21/5(3πC
LN

)3/5ǫ1/5

κ3/5k
2/5
min

. (10)

Thus for the relative inrease we get a simple formula

Lkw

L
=

Ekw

Ev
=

Ψ

2
. (11)

In ases, where instead of a single vortex, one

onsiders a vortex array with the total length L

oupying volume V with the density L = L/V = ℓ−2

(Fig. 1b), it might be more onvenient to operate with

the standard 3-dimensional energy �ux ε per unit mass

and unit volume, [ε] =m2
s

−3
. Having geometry of

Fig. 1b in mind, it is easy to see that ε = ǫL. Then

for the inrease Lkw of the vortex-line density due to

Kelvin waves, we �nd using Eqs. (8) and (11)

Lkw

L
=

Ψ

2
=

[2(3πC
LN

)3ε

b2L2κ3

]1/5

≈ 2.2
( ε

b2L2κ3

)1/5

, (12)

where we introdued

b = kminℓ ∼ 1 . (13)

We note that the numerial value of the prefator in

Eqs. (9) and (12) should be taken with aution. In the

alulations we assume that the total energy of Kelvin

waves an be found by the integral (4) limited from

below by kmin with the sale-invariant spetrum (6). In

reality this spetrum was derived for k ≫ kmin while

the main ontribution to Ekw is oming from the region

k ≃ kmin. Behavior of the Kelvin-wave spetrum in

this long-wavelengths region may be di�erent and, in

general, is not universal.

In some appliations, the tilt θ of a vortex arrying

Kelvin waves with respet to the diretion of the straight

vortex is of interest. The averaged tilt angle an be

onneted to the length inrease

Lkw =

∫ L

0

√

1 + tan2 θ(z)dz − L

≃
1

2

∫ L

0

tan2 θ(z)dz =
1

2
〈tan2 θ(z)〉L .

(14)

Together with Eq. (11) this results in

〈tan2 θ(z)〉 ≃ 2
Lkw

L
= Ψ , (15)

where Ψ is given by Eq. (8).

For example, let us onsider a vortex of length L =

100µm in super�uid

4
He (κ = 9.9 · 10−4

m

2
/s, Λ = 17,

ρs = 0.14 g/m3
). Vortex is agitated with the frequeny

f0 = 30 kHz whih we assume to set the longest Kelvin

wave length kmin =
√

8π2f0/κΛ ≈ 1.2 · 104 m−1
,

λkmin
≈ 5.3µm. If the energy �ux over the Kelvin-

wave asade is ǫ̃ = 10−7
erg/s, then we �nd that the
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amplitude of the waves at the largest sale is Akmin
≈

0.5µm, inrease of the vortex length Lkw ≈ 48µm and

the average tilt angle 〈θ〉 ≈ 35◦. We see that even suh a

moderate �ux, whih orresponds to working against the

full vortex tension νs over ǫ̃/νsf0 ≈ 0.2µm per period

of the drive, an bring the vortex on the edge of the

regime where the turbulene of Kelvin waves may still

be onsidered as weak.

To onlude, we have found the dependene of the

amplitude of the Kelvin waves, of the length inrease of

the vortex, and of the average vortex tilt on the energy

�ux arried by the Kelvin-wave asade. The results are

appliable in the regime of weak turbulene of Kelvin

waves, whih is uniform along the vortex. We stress

that the amplitude of the Kelvin waves, generated when

a vortex is mehanially agitated, does not neessary

oinide with the amplitude of the motion of the

agitator. Solving the problem of exitation of Kelvin

waves in a realisti experimental geometry remains a

task for future researh.
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